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“For this work I have chosen three completely di�erent
experiences for players and nationalities…”
 

Today we reached the talented young �lmmaker Dorothy Of Nicolantonio, these days busy with his short �lm.
A project that promises to get right to the heart of the people and win over the public. “Who’s the Beast”, this
is the evocative name of the short �lm, It is a compelling story, a thriller that takes its cue from chronicles
really happened. A meticulous work and "re�ned" from a technical point of view, what led with passion by the
director-producer Diletta, that with determination and preparation has created this work before . The
presentation is scheduled for 31 October to �lm "Caravaggio", ai Parioli. Un cast stellare per “Who’s the Beast”,
it also records the participation of well-known Italian actor Michele Morrone, Swiss actress Lizzy Joline and
actress Priscilla Muscat.

Tell me about your project

Who's the Beast is a thriller short �lm 14 minutes, made in the English language. I managed to achieve it
thanks to all the people who have embraced the project, from Mark Melville, and Mauro Bragagnini who kindly
allowed us to shoot in its center canine , in a turn of the century house where the story takes place.

How did the idea?

The idea was born by chance, I met Massimo Zerboni ( Czechoslovakian wolf dog breeding Lupimax), which
with its "actors" on all fours made "Siberian Education" by Gabriele Salvatores, and his Usha took part in the
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drama "One step from heaven". I immediately fell in love with these beautiful creatures and being passionate
about horror I wrote a subject that would include them, trying to come up with their proud and grateful heart.

Your role in the short �lm?

I'm the director, producer and wrote the subject ( smiles ed)

You can talk about your fellow adventurers?

For this work I have chosen three completely di�erent experiences for players and nationalities. Lizzy Joline a
young Swiss actress who plays Claudia. Michele Morrone starred in "Sirens" a series that will be released soon
on Raidue, in the role of Peter. Priscilla Muscat in the role of Kim.

What can you reveal?

Nothing!!! ( smiles ed)

From'm curious, about the history?

All right, It is a totally fabricated story but is inspired by the chronicles really happened. In short tells the story
of a young and naive girl with a pretext is attracted in a very dangerous game.

Do you remember a funny anecdote?

The visual e�ects supervisor Mary Samele, He could not make up the wolves with fake blood, because it was
so good I licked all the time. intrigued, we also tasted fake blood ( smiles ed)

How did your passion for this extraordinary art?

Sai, My father is a painter of contemporary art, it was he who has always given me the importance of art in all
its forms.

Where will we see you in the future?

At the �lm Caravaggio in Parioli 31 October ( smiles ed). Do not miss.
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